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Tax is the most sustainable source of development finance providing
developing countries with revenue for investment in essential
services and infrastructure, while promoting greater accountability
between state and citizen. Yet the sovereign right of government to
tax economic activity has been undermined by increasingly
globalised capital flows, a number of commonly prescribed tax
policies which form part of the so called “tax consensus” – a concept
increasingly challenged in the wake of the financial crisis – and by
the exploitation of loopholes between jurisdictions by individuals
and multinationals. It is estimated that corporate tax evasion costs
developing countries $160 billion each year – greater than the
global aid budget.
This paper explores recent developments in global taxation and their
impact on developing countries. Key questions are raised regarding
Ireland’s role within this global system of capital movement.
Findings suggest that tax competition and the lack of international
tax cooperation are harmful for developing countries and that
Ireland should consider the impact of its tax policy on development,
both domestically and in international negotiations.
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Introduction
Throughout history, sovereign governments have used taxation
as a means of exerting and maintaining control through raising
revenue and by regulating and controlling business activity
within their jurisdictions.2 Effective taxation maintains public
services by raising revenue for investment in state institutions, repricing, to ensure social and environmental costs are reflected in
market prices,3 redistributing wealth through the socioeconomic strata of society, and by promoting democratic
accountability between governments and their tax paying
citizens.4
Since the 1960s, however, effective taxation within a state
jurisdiction has become progressively more challenging.
International capital mobility and increasingly complex capital
flows render national taxation policies ineffective in exerting
control over, and raising revenue from, international actors such
as multinational corporations (MNCs).
In response a number of nation states shifted policy focus to
use taxation as a means of attracting foreign direct investment
(FDI) and capital; a process known as tax competition. In this
climate, corporations and wealthy individuals can take advantage
of tax incentives by locating operations in low tax jurisdictions.
Concomitantly, the rhetoric of taxation shifted from one of
moral or civic duty, reflecting the desire to participate in a social
group,5 to a view presenting taxation as a cost to business, which
can and should be avoided.
The increasing complexity of company structures and the
differentiation in tax rates between jurisdictions creates a
mechanism and an incentive for companies operating
internationally to mis-price intra-company trade to shift capital
from where wealth-creating activities occur to where tax rates are
lowest. This practice has long-term negative implications for lowtax jurisdictions6 as well as the loss of revenue for locations from
where profits are shifted.
The financial crisis has sparked renewed interest in addressing
those evading and avoiding tax, as states struggle to recover
revenue streams to pay for expensive bank bailouts and provide
public services; tax has become a significant political issue on the
international stage. Discussions at the G20 have heralded the
“beginning of the end” of tax havens, recognising that
developing countries should be enabled to benefit from a “new
cooperative tax environment”.7 While there are a number of
significant weaknesses in the current G20 proposals, it is clear
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that the financial crisis presents a unique window of opportunity
for non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and policymakers
to shape this new cooperative tax environment in a way that
benefits developing countries.
This paper outlines some of the impacts and implications of tax
competition, and in particular, addresses the mechanisms used to
shift capital around the globe to take advantage of low-tax
jurisdictions. This background provides the basis for examining
the impact of low-tax jurisdictions on the global economy,
particularly developing countries.
Ireland’s taxation policy is then examined in the context of
international capital flows, raising questions regarding Ireland’s
role in this system and the long-term implications of current
taxation policy on the economies of developing countries. It is
argued that Ireland should consider these issues as a matter of
policy coherence for development in international negotiations
and multilateral fora.

The global tax environment
Tax policy over the past two decades has involved a shift of power.
Power once held by the nation state to control and glean revenue
from businesses and individuals has been eroded and the influence
of international financial institutions and MNCs on tax policy has
increased. Nation states use taxation policy as a carrot to attract
investment. This tax competition has been used successfully to
create short-term economic growth in states which have limited
natural resources or other competitive advantages.
While tax laws and regulations generally operate at the national
level, national borders do not bind capital. As a result, a series of
legal and financial loopholes can be exploited in order to avoid tax
(which is legal), or evade tax (which is illegal), by shifting capital
between tax jurisdictions to minimise the tax due on profits and
dividends.
This section examines some of the key concepts, mechanisms
and practices, which facilitate capital movement between
jurisdictions. A distinction can be drawn between two issues. First,
the increasing mobility of capital and the way in which tax
competition creates increasing challenges for revenue authorities
and places downward pressure on states to reduce the tax burden.
Secondly, many of the legal institutions set up to facilitate
international capital mobility and foster investment can be abused.
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Tax competition
Jurisdictions use tax policy to vie for investment by lowering
corporate tax rates or offering other tax advantages such as
investment subsidies or grants.8 As such governments are
frequently pressurised to offer attractive tax incentives. In an
international environment largely tolerant of tax minimization,
this practice can result in an effective race to the bottom.
Some of the most significant incentives that countries offer
include temporal tax incentives, such as tax holidays or complete
tax exemption for companies operating in specific sectors,9 and
spatial tax incentives such as Special Economic Zones (SEZ) or
Export Production Zones (EPZ)10 – special commercial regions
in which taxation, as well as other regulatory requirements are
relaxed.11
In addition a country can allow firms to reduce their overall
global tax liabilities by offering low or zero tax rates for specific
types of business, usually subsidiary companies of MNCs. This
phenomenon, known as ring-fencing means MNCs operate
within a more lax financial environment with lower tax rates than
indigenous small or medium enterprises (SMEs).
These policies present significant challenges for the state.
Ultimately, if the tax burden is lowered for corporations, either
public spending must decrease, or the tax burden must be shifted
to other sectors of the population. In addition to this downward
pressure, some of the international mechanisms facilitating global
capital flows can be abused.

Tax havens and secrecy jurisdictions
The concept of tax competition encourages nation states,
particularly those that have few natural resources and are
geographically isolated, to create mechanisms which facilitate the
free, lightly regulated and often secretive movement of capital
around the globe. These are often termed tax havens or secrecy
jurisdictions. Definitions of tax havens are contested, as
jurisdictions seek to avoid the associated negative connotations
of criminality and corruption which can harm prospects for
attracting FDI. Multilateral organisations such as the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) have
proposed definitions and lists of tax havens or offshore financial
centres (OFCs) using various methods and indicators to identify
such jurisdictions.12 The term “secrecy jurisdiction” encapsulates
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the problem of these locations: a lack of transparency with regard
to financial transactions.
Not all secrecy jurisdictions exhibit the same features and many
harbour legitimate financial services. However some common
characteristics can be identified. Secrecy jurisdictions offer
minimal tax rates on certain types of finance and capital; they
provide secrecy with respect to financial transactions; and these
factors create international pressure for nations to compete as
low-tax regimes or risk losing revenue.13 The OECD identifies
characteristics of tax havens including zero or nominal taxes
levied and a lack of effective exchange of information14 – which
mean businesses and individuals can benefit from secrecy rules to
hide from scrutiny by tax authorities. A further characteristic
feature of tax havens is a lack of transparency concerning the
operation of the legal or administrative provisions designed to
regulate corporations. These provisions can be used to attract
transactions that are carried out purely for purposes of tax
minimisation by both MNCs and wealthy individuals seeking to
minimise their tax burden.
Secrecy jurisdictions, often remote island economies, glean
their main source of income through attracting capital and
providing lucrative financial services. However, a number of
other jurisdictions have taken on some of these characteristics by
setting up OFCs in an attempt to increase their financial services
sector. These jurisdictions exhibit a diversified economy with a
standard tax system, but alongside this exists certain exceptions
implemented to attract particular types of financial activities and
corporations, and a large number of double taxation treaties to
facilitate capital flows and prevent double taxation when capital is
repatriated.15

Double taxation treaties
Double taxation treaties, usually bi-lateral agreements, are
mechanisms designed to ensure that income arising in one
jurisdiction and received in another is only taxed once or that
taxation revenues are shared between the jurisdictions.16 This is
generally viewed as positive for economic development as it
encourages businesses to invest internationally17 and promotes
the sharing of information among countries with double taxation
treaties.18 However, countries with these treaties can also be used
to channel money between jurisdictions to minimise tax payable,
particularly if withholding taxes are minimised to encourage
investment.19
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In many cases double taxation treaties between developed and
developing countries have, from their inception, operated to the
disadvantage of developing countries, as they favour residencebased rather than source-based taxation. Those holding
significant assets in developing countries are more frequently
located in developed countries, meaning the effect of many
double taxation treaties is that capital flows from developing to
developed nations.20 Developing countries also often have
limited capacity and expertise to effectively negotiate
international taxation agreements.21

Intellectual property rights
In an effort to root footloose FDI, some jurisdictions have sought
to use their taxation systems to attract research and development
(R&D) functions for MNCs within their jurisdictions. R&D
require a highly skilled workforce, meaning that it is more difficult
for MNCs to relocate than traditional manufacturing functions.
This kind of investment is attracted by offering tax holidays on
R&D, and crucially low levels of withholding tax on profits and
dividend payments, through double taxation treaties. MNCs
locate intellectual property rights in low tax jurisdictions, which
can then be declared as large proportions of the profit made on
products manufactured elsewhere in the world. This practice,
which will be further developed later in the paper, is open to
transfer mis-pricing.

Illegal tax evasion: transfer mis-pricing and
mis-invoicing
Mechanisms adopted by secrecy jurisdictions such as financial
secrecy, low tax rates, double taxation treaties and the use of
patents and intellectual property rights are open to abusive
practices on the part of MNCs and aggressive tax planners. Transfer
mis-pricing involves the trade of goods and services within MNCs
while mis-invoicing involves similar trade between MNCs. Both are
widespread practices used for the purpose of shifting capital across
borders.
Transfer pricing, which involves two or more subsidiary
companies owned or controlled by the same MNC trading with
one another, is both legitimate and widespread. It is estimated that
60% of world trade is conducted within MNCs.22 When goods are
traded at market value, known in regulatory circles as “arms length
pricing” this is legitimate and acceptable.23
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However, the illegitimacy of such deals arises when prices for
goods and services are manipulated to increase costs or reduce
sales values so that the tax burden in states with higher tax rates
is reduced. Greater taxable profits are then declared in states with
lower tax rates by increasing sales value or reducing costs. Since
these transactions are carried out within MNCs, nothing is sold
outside the parent company. Yet because capital travels across
national borders, transfer mis-pricing becomes an effective way
to shift capital from the jurisdiction where profit is made, to a
low tax environment. This process can take place at any point in
the supply chain of a product and complex accounting
mechanisms are often used to route capital through any number
of different secrecy jurisdictions or low tax jurisdictions,
particularly using double taxation treaties.
Transfer mis-pricing can occur in all trade sectors and as such is
relevant to both MNCs with manufacturing, service and
extractive functions. However, where resource rents are paid on
minerals extracted rather than taxes levied, the tax consequence
of mis-pricing may be less relevant.
Examples of mis-pricing include fridge freezers being imported
to Spain from China for a cost of €0.27. Such units would
usually be expected to fetch hundreds of euros on the open
market. This transaction resulted in a total of €8 billion being
shifted from China to the EU.24
The imbalance of power between MNCs and nation states and
the nature of international capital flows and company structures
mean that the effectiveness of national taxation regimes is
undermined. In addition financial loopholes between national tax
policies and the lack of financial transparency in some
jurisdictions can facilitate transfer pricing abuse.

The impact of tax competition and
secrecy jurisdictions
Tax competition
Recently, developing countries have begun to offer tax incentives
in an effort to attract FDI.25 However, while it has been
demonstrated that successful tax competition can benefit nation
states in the short term, is argued that this is not an effective tool
for development in fragile developing economies.
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Developing countries, desperate for investment, offer low tax
or royalty rates in areas attractive to international investors.
Often unaware of the real value of goods, they agree to very
low tax rates.26 International companies with teams of legal and
tax advisors have greater capacity to negotiate low tax rates and
threaten to take their business elsewhere. Billionaire
philanthropist, George Soros describes this dichotomy of power
as asymmetric information, asymmetric bargaining power, and
asymmetric agency. Citizens are often unaware of tax deals
struck with multinationals, which limits accountability of the
government. In sub-Saharan Africa, the practice of offering tax
incentives to MNCs combined with high levels of tax avoidance
curtailed the ability of African governments to take advantage
of the commodity boom in 2008 which, if managed correctly,
could have created great wealth for many African countries.27

Secrecy jurisdictions
Adopting the policies which characterise secrecy jurisdictions
offers a number of short term benefits to nation states and
MNCs. These include increased employment for financial
workers, inflows of capital to domestic banks which increases
lending ability and attraction of international businesses which
bring new skills and technology.28 However, tax competition
can have negative effects, allowing larger firms that can locate
internationally to benefit from the cost advantage of lower
taxes, thus disadvantaging smaller firms operating in a single
jurisdiction. Furthermore, as this competitive advantage is
unrelated to market performance, it distorts the market and is
not conducive to local economic growth.29 Ring-fencing of tax
measures to attract particular types of investment further
compounds this disadvantage.
Abuse of the loopholes in tax policy between jurisdictions has
a number of significant negative impacts on developed and
particularly developing countries. Secrecy jurisdictions compete
to attract capital by offering minimal tax rates on dividends,
personal wealth and patent income, allowing capital to accrue
rapidly within the jurisdiction without wealth creating activity.
Within secrecy jurisdictions, indigenous industries and local
people are negatively impacted as living costs rise in line with
new inflows of capital. Jurisdictions where wealth creating
activity occurs lose out on tax revenues as capital is shifted out
of their country to the low tax jurisdiction.
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Secrecy jurisdictions also facilitate the swift transfer of finance
and currency speculation, contributing to international financial
instability.30 In particular, Stewart,31 Blackburn32 and Cobham33
outline how secrecy jurisdictions have facilitated the operation of
the shadow banking system, widely regarded as a primary
contributor to the recent credit crunch.34

The impact of illicit capital flight on developing
countries
The net global impact of illicit capital flight is difficult to
quantify. Although the OECD, the World Bank and many of
the world’s governments recognise illicit capital flight to be a
major global issue, the difficulties in obtaining data and
making reliable estimates means that these institutions have yet
to publish estimates of the scale of capital flight.35 NGOs and
academics have conducted the limited research that is available
and while this research is contested, the estimates give a broad
indication of the gravity of the issue.
Ray Baker of USA NGO Global Financial Integrity estimates
that $500-800 billion of illicit flows exit developing and
transitional economies every year.36 Of this, the commercial
component constitutes 62.5%, criminal activity 30% and
corruption 2-5%. Christian Aid estimates that developing
countries lose $160 billion each year in tax revenue on this
capital.37 This is more than one and a half times the global aid
budget in 200738 and much greater than the $40-60 billion
which the World Bank estimates will be required to meet the
Millennium Development Goals of halving world poverty by
2015.
Christian Aid estimates that between 2005 and 2007 abuse
of the trade pricing of commodities resulted in a total amount
of capital flow from non-EU countries into the EU and USA
of €850.1 billion. If tax had been levied on this capital at
current rates, non-EU countries would have raised €279
billion in revenue.39
Meanwhile, these estimates suggest that the world’s 49
poorest countries would have raised an additional €2.6 billion
in tax. Among the low-income countries, the biggest tax losses
occurred in Nigeria (€734 million), Pakistan (€446 million),
Vietnam (€367 million) and Bangladesh (€272 million).
These estimates show that Ireland has a role to play in this
process. While most of the estimated €5.8 billion mis-priced
capital that flowed into Ireland between 2005 and 2007 came
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from high-income countries, €268 million of that total came
from the world’s 49 poorest countries. That figure was more
than a quarter of Irish Aid’s total aid budget for 2008 (€899
million).
Ndikumana and Boyce40 estimate that the externally held
assets of sub-Saharan Africa are 2.9 times the region’s external
debt. For some countries, the ratio is more dramatic. Notably,
Zimbabwe, an Irish Aid bilateral aid country, has 5.1 times its
external stock of debt held in offshore assets.
Table 1 shows estimated capital flight, FDI and overseas
development assistance (ODA) for Irish Aid priority countries.
In Ethiopia, Uganda and Lesotho, capital flight is greater than
total overseas aid and for all of the countries presented, capital
flight is greater than Irish Aid spending.
The impact of addressing the issue of capital flight on
international business and capital flows means that not all of this
money would be available to developing countries and
assumptions must be carefully qualified. However, the scale of
the estimates suggests that significant amounts of money could
be made available to developing countries under a more
cooperative international tax regime.
Loss of revenue not only reduces a country’s direct spending
power but also limits its financial capabilities. As wealth is stored
offshore, national banks have fewer resources for lending, and so
the cost of borrowing increases and lending is limited.42 Wealth
spent nationally would support local industry and stimulate the
local economy. Collier et al. estimate that African GDP is 16%
lower than it would have been had private wealth been retained
nationally.43
This loss of revenue can perpetuate dependence on ODA among
developing countries, aid that often comes with conditions that are
damaging in the long term, including loans that must be repaid
with interest.44 Evidence suggests that dependency on aid from the
developed world undermines a country’s sovereign decisionmaking powers, and shifts government accountability from citizens
back to donors. Alternatively where states are dependent on their
citizens for revenue, they are more likely to act in the interests of
those citizens and promote economic development for the wider
population.45
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Cerra et al. have shown the link between capital flight and levels
of debt. Increased levels of debt in developing economies are
generally consistent with higher levels of capital flight.46
Ndikumana and Boyce have estimated that for every dollar
borrowed externally in a year, approximately 80 cent leaves as
capital flight: one dollar debt overhang leads to 3.2-3.5 cents
capital flight.47 Capital flight can be debt driven but can stimulate
more borrowing, creating a vicious cycle of dependency.48
Ndikumana and Boyce estimate that the real capital flight from
sub-Saharan Africa was $420 billion between 1970 and 2004,
totalling $607 billion with imputed interest, rendering Africa a net
creditor to the rest of the world.49
As tax competition continues and countries participate in a race
to the bottom, it is conceivable that low rates will be insufficient to
gather the necessary tax to create a net gain for the country. If
rates are low enough, there will be a net economic loss as
companies use public and common goods, but pay tax at a rate
lower than the cost of their use of infrastructure. This is known as
free-riding.50
It has been demonstrated that the impact of the tax
competition policies and the lack of international tax cooperation
feed on and reproduce inequality by benefiting the wealthy and
MNCs – and limiting the ability of sovereign governments,
particularly in the developing world, to provide services for their
citizens.51

Context of “tax innovation” in Ireland
Ireland is an island economy with few natural resources.
Following independence in the early 20th century, protected
national industries produced limited economic growth; by the
1960s, unemployment and emigration were the norm. Since the
1970s however, Ireland has built its economic growth on FDI,
manipulating its tax system to attract MNCs.52
Ireland’s tax innovation policy can be divided into five distinct
phases. Phase one involved export tax relief which attracted
MNCs looking to establish bases in Europe. When this scheme
expired in the 1980s, phase two taxed goods manufactured in
Ireland at a rate of 10%. The definition of manufacturing was left
to case law rather than legislation and over time evolved to cover
any kind of irreversible process resulting in a different
commercial product.53 Phase three began when Ireland’s low
corporate tax rate and ring-fencing of manufacturing industries
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were challenged in the EU and by the OECD,54 and led to a
change in Ireland’s taxation policy. The base rate was raised to
12.5% and applied to all industries, allowing Ireland to avoid
designation as a secrecy jurisdiction under OECD rules.55
Recently, phase four has been sparked by rising operating costs
and the reality of MNCs relocating manufacturing operations
outside of Ireland. One of the effects of exploiting tax policy to
attract FDI is a growing dependence on this external investment
and therefore vulnerability to capital flight.56 Rising salaries,
property values and more costly goods and services have resulted
in Ireland becoming a victim of its own success and as a result,
taxation policy has been amended to attract investment in R&D.
By offering tax breaks on R&D and targeting intellectual
property rights, Ireland has sought to root MNCs in Ireland, by
attracting high skilled functions, which are less easily relocated.
Killian and Mullins57 noted in 2006 that Ireland has offered
various incentives in this regard including tax credits for R&D
expenditure, stamp duty exemption and, crucially, patent income
exemption for R&D and limited rules on transfer pricing.
Ireland has a highly educated population and has invested heavily
in “skilling up” the workforce for employment in R&D. From a
taxation perspective, however, the benefit for MNCs in locating
R&D operations in Ireland is the opportunity to build up
intellectual property rights in Ireland. Patent income from
subsidiary companies around the world can then be paid to Irish
firms on these intellectual property rights. Until recently patent
income exemption in Ireland’s tax law reduced tax liability on this
income to 0%. Subsequently, dividends from this income paid by
the Irish company to other jurisdictions, for example were not
regarded as taxable.58 This policy exemption incentivised MNCs to
designate as much of their activity as relating to intellectual
property rights as possible. Yet because of the opaque nature of
intellectual property rights this channel of royalty payments is open
to abuse through transfer mis-pricing and makes it difficult for
critics of this system and criminal courts to produce evidence of this
abuse.
While this is arguably an astute means of ensuring Ireland’s tax
competitiveness in the next round of tax competition, it involves
both political and economic risks for the country. In the long term,
it maintains Ireland’s heavy dependence on FDI (particularly from
the USA)59 and therefore leaves the economy vulnerable to factors
outside the government’s control, such as changes in taxation
treaties with other countries and undercutting by other countries.60
The Obama administration’s announcements on reform of
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America’s rules around taxation of USA companies operating
abroad in May 2009 caused significant worry among the
jurisdictions dependent on USA investment.61 While the adjustment
to attracting R&D has sought to maintain FDI in Ireland, in the
long term this is equally open to being undercut, particularly by EU
accession countries.

Ireland’s taxation rates and double taxation treaties
Currently, Ireland’s corporate tax rate of 12.5% is augmented by
more than 50 double taxation treaties. These tax treaties are
crucial to the maintenance of Ireland as a favoured location for
FDI. Usually negotiated on a bi-lateral basis, though often based
on standard templates from the OECD or the UN, these treaties
cover issues such as primary and secondary taxing rights.62 They
also cover the remittance of dividends, royalties or interest to
another country, allowing companies to make profit in a low tax
regime, then have this tax credited against their tax due in the
country to which profits are remitted. This allows subsidiaries of
MNCs to repatriate profits to the parent company without eroding
them. Given Ireland’s dependence on FDI, the importance of
taxation treaties leaves Ireland’s economy vulnerable to the
renegotiation of these treaties. A change in the USA-Ireland double
taxation treaty, or the way in which USA MNCs are taxed, could
pose significant problems for Ireland’s economy.

Conclusions – key questions for the Irish
context
It is argued that the exploitation of loopholes in national tax
policies by nation states using tax policy has long-term negative
impacts for both developed and developing countries. For the
global economy, the lack of transparency afforded by secrecy
jurisdictions allows illicit transfers of wealth and irresponsible
lending to occur. However, the principles of tax competition have
also been critiqued as posing a risk to both developed and
developing countries alike.

The policy coherence agenda
Ireland, through its low corporation tax rate, and network of
double taxation treaties is a global player in international capital
flows. While Ireland has benefited greatly from this policy in the
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short-term, the policy presents significant risks and potential
disadvantages to developed and developing countries alike.
On a global scale, capital flight dwarfs ODA and at the scale of
Irish Aid priority countries, capital flight accounts for more money
leaving the country annually than Irish Aid is giving.
Ultimately, aid donors and agencies should aspire for their
recipients to raise their own revenue to support economic and
social development, including provision of essential services, and
the development of infrastructure and stable political institutions
which would foster investment. Tax is the best way to fund this
development and has also been shown to have positive effects on
democratic accountability and good governance – crucial to
effective development. This should not be undermined by an
international tax regime which facilitates capital flight.
It is clear that in the context of international capital flows, a
greater level of international tax cooperation is required. This has
been recognised by the world’s governments through the UN
Financing for Development process, and more recently by the
G20, G8 and by the Commission of Experts of the President of the
UN General Assembly on Reforms of the International Monetary
and Financial System (the Stiglitz Commission).
The international policy agenda on tax has shifted dramatically in
2008-2009. The G20’s communiqué at the London Summit in
April 2009 committed to “take action against non-cooperative
jurisdictions, including tax havens and…deploy sanctions to protect
our public finances and financial systems”.63 Their claim that “The
era of banking secrecy is over” was a bold statement of how the
financial crisis has changed the policy landscape. However, there is
a need for governments and civil society alike to seize the current
window of opportunity and ensure that developing countries can
benefit from this reform.
In shaping this new climate of regulation and transparency, the
Irish government and Irish civil society should take a lead on the
international scene by supporting calls for greater transparency in
tax matters. Ireland is not a G20 member, but within the UN
process has supported greater tax cooperation by accepting the EU
negotiating position within the UN Financing for Development
conference in Doha in 2008.64 This should be strengthened
through Ireland’s bilateral engagement with G20 countries and
with the OECD.
Exchange of tax information would equip all countries including
developing countries with the information they need to target
individuals and companies holding assets offshore in trusts and
other vehicles. The G20’s London Summit proposals involve
blacklisting of jurisdictions which have not indicated a willingness
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to sign 12 OECD Tax Information Exchange Agreements. It is
essential that all countries are included in this process though a
multilateral rather than bilateral information sharing process. In
addition, the “on request” nature of these treaties has rendered
them ineffective in the past, as a requesting authority needs
significant evidence that abuse is occurring before it is granted
information. Therefore a truly multilateral agreement on the
automatic exchange of tax information between jurisdictions is
required.
Similarly, an international accounting standard on country by
country reporting would equip developing countries with the
information they need to target their resources toward those
companies abusing the transfer pricing system. It would identify
where wealth creating activity is occurring within an MNC and
whether tax payments to the state reflect this.
In addition, Irish Aid should consider supporting the capacity
development of revenue authorities in programme countries and
supporting international initiatives such as the International Tax
Compact, the Africa Tax Administration Forum and the UNDP
South-South Sharing of Successful Tax Practices project (S4TP).
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